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IMPORTANT NOTICE CONCERNING THIS DOCUMENT
This document (which for the purposes of this notice includes any oral briefing and any question-and-answer in connection with it) is not intended to, and does not constitute, represent
or form part of any offer, invitation or solicitation of any offer to purchase, otherwise acquire, subscribe for, sell or otherwise dispose of, any securities or the solicitation of any vote or
approval in any jurisdiction. Any securities referred to herein have not been registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent
registration or an applicable exemption from registration requirements. No shares are being offered to the public by means of this presentation.
This document contains statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements” which are prospective in nature. Such statements may include, but are not limited
to, statements in respect of trends in commodity prices and currency exchange rates; demand for commodities; reserves and resources and production forecasts; expectations, plans,
strategies and objectives of management; climate scenarios; sustainability performance (including environmental, social and governance) related goals, ambitions, targets, intentions,
visions, milestones and aspirations; approval of certain projects and consummation of certain transactions (including acquisitions and disposals); closures or divestments of certain
assets, operations or facilities (including associated costs); capital costs and scheduling; operating costs and supply of materials and skilled employees; financings; anticipated productive
lives of projects, mines and facilities; provisions and contingent liabilities; and tax, legal and regulatory developments.
These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, or the negative thereof including, but not limited to, “outlook”, “guidance”, “trend”,
“plans”, “expects”, “continues”, “assumes”, “is subject to”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “aims”, “forecasts”, “risks”, “intends”, “positioned”, “predicts”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “believes”,
or variations of such words or comparable terminology and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “should”, “shall”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken,
occur or be achieved.
Forward-looking statements are not based on historical facts, but rather on current predictions, expectations, beliefs, opinions, plans, objectives, goals, intentions and projections about
future events, results of operations, prospects, financial conditions and discussions of strategy, and reflect judgments, assumptions, estimates and other information available as at the
date of this document or the date of the corresponding planning or scenario analysis process.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ
materially from any future event, results, performance, achievements or other outcomes expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Important factors that could impact
these uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those disclosed in the risk management section of our latest Annual Report and Half-Year Report (which can each be found on our
website). These uncertainties may materially affect the timing and feasibility of particular developments. Other factors include, without limitation, the ability to produce and transport
products profitably; demand for our products; changes to the assumptions regarding the recoverable value of our tangible and intangible assets; changes in environmental scenarios
and related regulations; recovery rates and other operational capabilities; health, safety, environmental or social performance incidents; natural catastrophes or adverse geological
conditions; the outcome of litigation or enforcement or regulatory proceedings; the effect of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, and actions by
governmental authorities, such as changes in taxation or regulation, and political uncertainty.
Neither Glencore nor any of its affiliates, associates, employees, directors, officers or advisers, provides any representation, warranty, assurance or guarantee (in each case whether
express or implied): (i) as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation, or otherwise made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any assumption
contained herein or therein; or (ii) that the occurrence of the events, results, performance, achievements or other outcomes expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements in
this document will actually occur, and in each case and any liability therefor (including in respect of direct, indirect, consequential loss or damage) is expressly disclaimed. Except as
required by applicable regulations or by law, Glencore is not under any obligation, and Glencore and its affiliates expressly disclaim any intention, obligation or undertaking, to update or
revise any forward-looking statements or other information contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. This document shall not,
under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the business or affairs of Glencore since the date of this document or that the information contained
herein is correct as at any time subsequent to its date.
Nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future and no reliance, in whole or in part, should be placed on the
fairness, accuracy, completeness and correctness of the information contained herein or therein. Further, nothing in this presentation should be construed as constituting legal,
business, tax or financial advice. Save where expressly noted otherwise, the information contained in this presentation relating to Teck and EVR is derived from publicly available
information only. Neither Glencore nor Teck has independently verified the material in this presentation.
No statement in this document is intended as a profit forecast or a profit estimate and past performance cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. This document does not
constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities. Certain statistical and other information about
Glencore included in this document is sourced from publicly available third-party sources. As such it has not been independently verified and presents the view of those third parties, but
may not necessarily correspond to the views held by Glencore and Glencore expressly disclaims any responsibility for, or liability in respect of, such information.
Due to the inherent uncertainty and limitations in measuring greenhouse gas and air emissions and operational energy consumption under the calculation methodologies used in the
preparation of such data, all greenhouse gas and air emissions and operational energy consumption data or volume references (including ratios and/or percentages) in this document
are estimates. There may also be differences in the manner that third parties calculate or report such data compared to Glencore, which means that third-party data may not be
comparable to Glencore’s data. For information on how we calculate our greenhouse gas and air emissions and operational energy consumption data, see our latest Reporting criteria
for selected KPIs, Climate Report and Extended ESG Data, which can be found on our website.
The companies in which Glencore plc directly and indirectly has an interest are separate and distinct legal entities. In this document, “Glencore”, “Glencore group” and “Group” are used
for convenience only where references are made to Glencore plc and its subsidiaries in general. These collective expressions are used for ease of reference only and do not imply any
other relationship between the companies. Likewise, the words “we”, “us” and “our” are also used to refer collectively to members of the Group or to those who work for them. These
expressions are also used where no useful purpose is served by identifying the particular company or companies.

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger
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THE SUPERIOR PROPOSAL FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Proposal timeline and history

Glencore-Teck
Merger/Demerger

16 February 2023: Teck confirms rumors that 
the company is evaluating strategic alternatives 
for its steelmaking coal business

16 February 2023: Teck confirms rumors that 
the company is evaluating strategic alternatives 
for its steelmaking coal business

February

21 February 2023: Teck announces its 
separation proposal for Teck Metals and Elk 
Valley Resources. In addition, Teck announces 
its intended dual class sunset

21 February 2023: Teck announces its 
separation proposal for Teck Metals and Elk 
Valley Resources. In addition, Teck announces 
its intended dual class sunset

3 April 2023: Teck publicly declines Glencore’s 
merger and simultaneous demerger proposal, 
despite not having had any discussions with 
Glencore

3 April 2023: Teck publicly declines Glencore’s 
merger and simultaneous demerger proposal, 
despite not having had any discussions with 
Glencore

10 April 2023: Teck reaffirms the benefits of its 
original separation proposal
10 April 2023: Teck reaffirms the benefits of its 
original separation proposal

26 March 2023: Glencore privately submits 
initial merger and simultaneous demerger 
proposal to Teck

26 March 2023: Glencore privately submits 
initial merger and simultaneous demerger 
proposal to Teck

3 April 2023: Due to Teck’s public disclosure, 
Glencore publicly releases its merger and 
simultaneous demerger proposal

3 April 2023: Due to Teck’s public disclosure, 
Glencore publicly releases its merger and 
simultaneous demerger proposal

11 April 2023: Glencore submits a revised 
proposal to Teck, introducing a cash 
consideration alternative in lieu of CoalCo equity 
in the demerger

11 April 2023: Glencore submits a revised 
proposal to Teck, introducing a cash 
consideration alternative in lieu of CoalCo equity 
in the demerger

March

April

13/14 April 2023: Teck publicly declines 
Glencore’s revised proposal and revises its own 
separation proposal. 

ISS and Glass Lewis recommend AGAINST
Teck’s separation proposal and FOR its dual 
class sunset

13/14 April 2023: Teck publicly declines 
Glencore’s revised proposal and revises its own 
separation proposal. 

ISS and Glass Lewis recommend AGAINST
Teck’s separation proposal and FOR its dual 
class sunset

In 2020, Glencore and Teck considered 
a potential combination and were in 
discussions. 
Beginning in October 2022, Glencore 
made various attempts to re-engage 
with Teck on a potential combination.

In 2020, Glencore and Teck considered 
a potential combination and were in 
discussions. 
Beginning in October 2022, Glencore 
made various attempts to re-engage 
with Teck on a potential combination.
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If the Proposed Teck Separation is approved, there is a risk that the Teck 
share price responds negatively

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger

(1) Weighted average of diversified peers in local currency and includes: Anglo American, BHP, Glencore, Rio Tinto, South32 and Vale. (2) Calculated on US dollar basis. (3) Market data as of 18 April 2023. (4) Reflects the percentage change from 20 
February 2023 to 31 March 2023, the last close prior to Glencore’s proposal being made public.

Teck Separation Announcement
(21 February)

Glencore Proposal
(3 April)

Glencore Revised Proposal
(11 April)

1-Day Reaction (2%) +20% +1% 
To Date(3) (17%)(4) +32% +12% 
1-Day Reaction -- (2%) +3% 
To Date(3) -- +8% +9% 

21 February
Teck separation 
announcement

3 April
Glencore
proposal

11 April
Glencore 

revised proposal
At trough: 
Teck shares 
down 24%

Teck B Diversified Peers(1)Teck share price reaction post announcement

(25%)

(15%)

(5%)

5%

15%

2/20 2/27 3/6 3/13 3/20 3/27 4/3 4/10 4/17

(2)
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Notes: Company materials, Bloomberg. Market data as of 18 April 2023. (1) Based on unaffected prices prior to public announcement of Glencore’s proposal on 3 April 2023. (2) Based on Glencore’s closing price on 18 April 2023 and Teck’s
unaffected price prior to public announcement of Glencore’s proposal on 3 April 2023. (3) US$ synergies and re-rate values on a 100% basis. Percentages relative to Teck’s unaffected price prior to public announcement of Glencore’s proposal
on 3 April 2023. (4) Based on midpoint of synergy estimate. (5) Includes attributable 2022A production and QB2 ramp-up. (6) Based on Bloomberg consensus as of 18 April 2023. Glencore proposal figures include MetalsCo’s share of the
$500mm per annum synergies estimate

THE SUPERIOR PROPOSAL FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Glencore’s proposal provides Teck shareholders with materially higher value

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger

Proposal Proposal

Overview
Teck to operationally split into Metals and 
Elk Valley Resources (EVR) while retaining 

financial integration

Merger / demerger creating truly standalone 
MetalsCo and CoalCo, with a US$8.2bn cash 

option for CoalCo shares

Unaffected market value to 
Teck B shareholders(1) US$18.5bn US$18.5bn

Upfront premium – at 
announcement (3 April)(1) -- US$4.1bn / 22%

Implied upfront premium –
current (18 April)(2) -- US$5.9bn / 32%

Estimated synergies 
value(1,3) -- US$4.25-US$5.25bn / 5%-7%

Near-term potential 
re-rate value(1,3) -- >US$15.0bn / >19%

(>0.5x EBITDA)

Total value to Teck B 
shareholders(1) US$18.5bn >US$27.3bn / >48%(4)

Teck B price change at 
announcement

1-day: (2%) 
1-week: (9%)

1-day: +20%
1-week: +20%

MetalsCo production(5) Attr. Cu Production: 0.4Mt
2022A Pro-forma for QB2

Attr. Cu Production: 1.4Mt
2022A Pro-forma for QB2

MetalsCo EBITDA(6) EBITDA: US$2.2bn
2023E

EBITDA: US$12.2bn
2023E
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Glencore’s proposal allows Teck shareholders to fully participate in the value 
upside of creating two bigger, better companies

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger

Proposal Proposal

Meaningful upfront premium  

Scaled and standalone MetalsCo  
Material organic copper growth 
options  

Full separation of CoalCo  

Cash option in lieu of coal  

Further upside from synergies  
Further upside from immediate 
re-rate potential  
Full shareholder voting rights at 
closing  

Commitment to Canada  
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• To date, Teck’s Board has declined to engage with Glencore

• Glencore is ready and willing to engage with Teck on its proposal to provide further comfort in 
relation to any concerns that Teck may have, and to find avenues to improve its already superior 
proposal

• Glencore’s proposal will stand if Teck delays its shareholders meeting or Teck shareholders vote 
down the Proposed Teck Separation on 26 April 2023

• Glencore is willing to make an offer directly to Teck shareholders if Glencore believes that this is 
required where there continues to be no engagement from the Teck Board

• Dr Keevil has confirmed that he will respect the will of the Class B Shareholders 

• The best value creation opportunity, in our view, will be lost if Teck’s Board instead proceeds with 
the Proposed Teck Separation contrary to the recommendation of independent proxy advisors ISS 
and Glass Lewis

 On 13 April 2023, ISS recommended AGAINST the Proposed Teck Separation

 On 14 April 2023, Glass Lewis recommended AGAINST the Proposed Teck Separation and 
towards encouraging Teck to engage in further dialogue with Glencore

THE SUPERIOR PROPOSAL FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Next steps

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger



Key excerpts from ISS and Glass Lewis 
recommendations on Teck’s proposed separation
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THE SUPERIOR PROPOSAL FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Teck separation plan – ISS Recommendation key excerpts

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger

Market 
Reaction

EVR
Considerations

Teck Metals
Considerations

 “TECK.B shares reacted negatively to the initial joint announcement [about the separation and dual class amendment], 
with the selloff worsening over subsequent weeks as the terms of the proposal had time to be evaluated

 “TECK.B shares underperformed the S&P/TSX Global Mining Index by 13.8 percent from the unaffected date to March 
31, only to rally 18.7 percent in response to the board's public rejection of the Glencore proposal on April 3”

 “TECK's negative share price reaction prior to the Glencore proposal seems driven by the prospects of the separation, 
implying non-approval may end up being to the short-term benefit of shareholders absent another transaction” 

 “it is unclear what contingent of decarbonization conscious shareholders [of Teck Metals] would be satisfied deriving 
substantial cash flows from steelmaking coal assets for the estimated 11-year period it could take to unwind the TCS”

 “an issue with the [analysis performed by the company's…financial advisor] may exist at it relates to whether TECK's 
dual class structure…would create an overhang on the multiple ascribed to Teck Metals”

 “Potential for downward price pressure on newly listed EVR shares remains a concern”
 “The separation of TECK's steelmaking coal assets in the form presented may create new agency issues which do not 

exist under the consolidated entity”
 “As a separate entity, EVR is unlikely to be considered a "yield play" until it becomes unburdened by the TCS”

ISS Recommends: Vote AGAINST the spin-off and FOR the dual-class share structure collapseISS Recommends: Vote AGAINST the spin-off and FOR the dual-class share structure collapse

Conclusion 

 “the separation introduces some structural issues and uncertainties, while the fact pattern available also demonstrates 
options could exist with potential to deliver superior value”

 “TECK's status quo does not seem to offer a poor result for shareholders given…the fact shareholders will retain 
optionality to enter into another transaction in the future which could provide more advantageous terms”

 “Accordingly, shareholders are recommended to vote AGAINST the [separation] proposal”
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Teck separation plan – Glass Lewis Recommendation key excerpts

Proposed Teck
Merger/Demerger

Market 
Reaction

Teck Metals
Considerations

EVR
Considerations

 “the one- and three-year TSR performance of the Company had been largely better than most of its peers prior to the 
public rumors of the Separation”

 “However, in the initial roughly five- and six-week periods after news of the Separation had emerged, the TSR 
performance of the Company was worse than most of its peers”

 “we believe the Company’s underperformance during those periods could still serve as a potential mark against the 
Separation”

 “Although EVR will have operational control of the Steelmaking Coal Assets, EVR is expected to have to pay 90% of its 
free cash flow to the holders of the Transition Capital Structure”

 “this dynamic could conceivably weigh on EVR’s valuation, as EVR’s operation of the Steelmaking Coal Assets…would 
seemingly only yield a fraction of the financial benefit”

 “Moreover, any potential merger/sale of EVR might also require the unwinding of the Transition Capital Structure, which 
in turn could introduce significant additional costs and complexities for a potential buyer”

 “Teck Metals will retain a dual-class share structure for the six-year sunset period…which could deter potential buyers 
from making an acquisition offer for Teck Metals during that period”

 “leaves shareholders having to consider whether Teck Metals can achieve a favorable valuation re-rating of sufficient 
size to counteract a potential contraction in EVR’s valuation owed to the dynamics discussed above”

Conclusion 

 “the current preliminary terms of the Glencore Offer appear to imply a relatively attractive market premium and valuation 
for the Company’s Class A and Class B shareholders” 

 “Glencore’s recent modification to add a cash component…could substantially resolve at least some of the concerns 
regarding a Glencore deal exposing Teck shareholders to unwanted ESG-related risks”

 “we believe shareholders would be better served rejecting the Separation at this time with a view towards encouraging 
the Company to engage in further dialogue with Glencore”

 “Accordingly, we recommend that shareholders vote AGAINST this [separation] proposal”

Glass Lewis Recommends: Vote AGAINST the spin-off and FOR the dual-class share structure collapseGlass Lewis Recommends: Vote AGAINST the spin-off and FOR the dual-class share structure collapse


